Consultants use case

ECHA Cloud Services
JOHN
Owner, Chemical Company
Hire a consultant
Cooperation goals

- Prepare and submit registration dossier to ECHA
- Be prepared for update submissions
- Have an understanding of what data has been submitted
- Work in a transparent manner, potentially even together on the same data set – in IUCLID Cloud
How to set it up (video tutorial available)

- John: Access and Subscribe to the IUCLID Cloud for SME service

- Consultant: Provide John with ECHA account Username and Legal Entity UUID to uniquely identify the user

- John: Grant access to IUCLID via the foreign user functionality in ECHA Account
Working together

- The consultant and John can now see the same application and work together preparing the dossier.
- After they have finalised the work, created and submitted the dossier, John can choose to remove the access rights from the consultant.
- John is now left with a IUCLID containing the Dossier and data set for later use.
- If the consultant prepares the dossier and data set in their own IUCLID John should ask to get a copy of them to upload to his Cloud.
Benefits for consultant

• A stable, up to date, backed-up IUCLID instance that you can use yourself or give to your SME customers for free
• A way for providing a better and more transparent service to your clients
• A possibility for providing more value “for money” to your clients without added cost
• A platform where you can organise IUCLID trainings for customers (IUCLID Cloud Trial)
Consultant use case summary

• Step 1: Access and Subscribe to IUCLID Cloud for SME Service

• Step 2: Give access to consultant as a foreign user

• Step 3: Prepare, create and submit the dossier

• Step 4: In the end, ensure to have the dossier and the data set in your IUCLID Cloud
... and that is how an SME can work together with a consultant transparently in the IUCLID Cloud